We all know they’re cute. But what else do you know about them?
The Silence of the Lambs

1. Clarice makes a fake offer to relocate Dr. Lecter to a lower-security prison. Where is it located?

2. From the Lecter films, we might suspect that Clarice and Lecter are each other’s eternal true loves. But at the end of this novel, Clarice ends up in bed with who?

3. In the movie, what fake name does Lecter give as Buffalo Bill’s real name? How does Clarice know it’s fake?

4. How does Lecter escape the medium-security prison?

5. So, what do lambs have to do with the plot anyway?

Lamb Chop’s Play-a-Long

6. What woman created Lamb Chop and her friends?

7. The pizza parlor in Lamb Chop’s world is named after which of Lamb Chop’s siblings?

8. On what show did Lamb Chop make her debut, in 1957?

9. When Lamb Chop is asked whether she ever wished upon a star, what is her response?

10. Write the complete lyrics to “The Song That Doesn’t End.”


Albino Black Sheep

11. One leaver of messages at Penguin Calls informs Drew that he’s leaving a message, only to promptly die three times. What three ways are they?

12. Where on the site can you find an orange, a rake, a cheesecake, a duck, a rail, a tablet, a brick, a potato, and a mushroom?

13. Who tells a baby he’s stupid, which prompts the baby to crush him?

14. What’s the distinctive feature of the rabbit who plays the keyboard solo in the animation to “Everyone Else Has Had More Sex Than Me”?

15. In the end, who comes to the rescue of the cows with guns?

Monty Python’s Flying Circus

16. In one sketch, Cleese and Palin play two Frenchmen who explain how sheep can be used as passenger aircraft. But they can only speak one at a time. What determines who speaks?

17. What disguise does Killer Sheep Arthur X use?

18. Who are the two most famous killer sheep from the Old West?
19. According to one shepherd, the sheep plan to nest in trees might fail, as sheep don’t fly so much as…what?

20. According to the same shepherd, Harold is that “most dangerous of creatures” …specifically, what?

_Sesame Street_

21. Name the diva-like sheep character patterned after a 13-time Oscar nominee.

22. Name the mystery-solving sheep character patterned after a TV detective.

23. What does Ernie want to count at bedtime instead of sheep?

_Additional Sheep TV_

24. Aardman will be producing a series on CBBC in 2007 about what character?

25. In the first episode of “Blackadder,” how does Blackadder hide Henry VII in his bed?

26. According to "Carnac the Magnificent" on Johnny Carson's "Tonight Show," “sis boom bah” is the sound of…what?

27. What company runs TV ads using claymation sheep?
28. Chuck Jones made seven cartoons about Ralph Wolf trying to steal sheep from under the watchful eye of Sam Sheepdog. Much disguise, sneakery, capture and physical abuse ensued. What was the first and last thing that both the wolf and the sheepdog did in the cartoons?

Sheep Literaature

**Passage 1:** There was a law in the city of Athens which gave to its citizens the power of compelling their daughters to marry whomsoever they pleased; for upon a daughter's refusing to marry the man her father had chosen to be her husband, the father was empowered by this law to cause her to be put to death; but as fathers do not often desire the death of their own daughters, even though they do happen to prove a little refractory, this law was seldom or never put in execution, though perhaps the young ladies of that city were not unfrequently threatened by their parents with the terrors of it.

**Passage 2:** The states of Syracuse and Ephesus being at variance, there was a cruel law made at Ephesus, ordaining that if any merchant of Syracuse was seen in the city of Ephesus, he was to be put to death, unless he could pay a thousand marks for the ransom of his life.

29. What 19th-century brother/sister couple wrote these passages?

30. What collection do they come from?

31. What play is the source material for the first story?

32. What play is the source material for the second story?

**Passage 3:**

______ _____, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Gave thee life, and bid thee feed
By the stream and o'er the mead;
Gave thee clothing of delight,
Softest clothing, woolly, bright;
Gave thee such a tender voice,
Making all the vales rejoice?

33. What two words fill in the blanks above?

34. What poet wrote these lines?

35. What collection was the poem containing these lines originally a part of?

36. What’s the distinguishing mark on the title character of *A Wild Sheep Chase*?

37. Henry Lamb’s death is the pivotal event of what novel?

38. In the Roald Dahl story “Lamb to the Slaughter,” how does the protagonist cover up the murder of her husband?

*Sheep Art*

Give the desired information about the paintings below:
Common title:
Century of creation (Hint: it’s Italian):

Artist:
Title of work:
Title of lower-middle section:
41. Artist:
The depicted Greek lovers:

Faculty

Identify the following faculty members:

42.

43.
Miscellaneous

47. What Latin phrase means “lamb of God”?

48. What’s the most famous nickname of the World War II Fighting Squadron 214?

49. How did Dolly, the cloned sheep, get her name?

50. What award-winning webcomic, colored almost entirely in shades of blue, is frequently centered on the bedtime conversations of a girl named Katie?

51. In the movie Black Sheep, according to Chris Farley’s character, what is the reason David Spade’s character can beat him at checkers?
52. In the 15th century, Western Persia was split between what two factions?

53. According to The Messiah, what have “All We, Like Sheep” done?

54. What living species of sheep is thought to be the ancestor of all domestic sheep?

55. The sheep named Χρυσομάλλος is best known for giving the world what?

56. What process, often used when preparing a rack of lamb, involves trimming the meat off the upper ends of the ribs?

57. As lamb is the central animal to Passover, what are the Four Questions asked during a Passover seder that inquire as to why this night is different from all other nights?

58. At the end of each year, Billboard Magazine tabulates all the year's singles and ranks them in order of chart success. What is the only song in its history to be Billboard's #1 song of its year, without ever having reached the #1 spot on the charts?

59. What character appeared in "Toy Story" only because Mattel refused to license Barbie to the filmmakers?

60. What was the first recorded human voice doing?